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Academically Prepared 
DECA members are ambitious, high-achieving leaders equipped to conquer the 

challenges of their aspirations. 

Activity 1:  Global Entrepreneurship Week (G. E. W.) 3 Idea Challenge Entries 

 Each of these innovations were submitted by a Cypress Bay DECA member during GEW week. 

The Idea Challenge material was paper clips and these items utilized them in a variety of ways. 

1. The GAB - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiyUrKXKdWA 

The GAB is a multipurpose bag that allows for the easy transportation of items. Using paper clips to 

stitch together the ends of the plastic bag and hold it together, the GAB is made with environmental 

sustainability in mind and can be used to make carrying things much easier.  

 

2. Paper Clips for Pets - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZoMzJmnaik 

Paper Clips for Pets uses only paper clips and provides an inexpensive, simple barrier to prevent 

pets from escaping through fencing and into dangerous places.  

 

3. Electronics Holder - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gn_3ipfG9ZY 

A stand made from paper clips that can be used to hold electronics. Can be constructed using a wide 

variety of paper clip sizes. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiyUrKXKdWA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qZoMzJmnaik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gn_3ipfG9ZY


 

Activity 2: Success Stories of 3 Local Entrepreneurs 

Our community has a large amount of small local businesses, even within our own chapter. We 

reached out to our members and asked if they knew any entrepreneurs that would be willing to answer 

a few questions for us.  Each of the entrepreneurs we interviewed are parents of our members and are 

part of our DECA family.  

1. Paul Milberg; Milberg-Klein Law http://www.milbergkleinlaw.com/ 

Milberg-Klein Law is a law firm that represents condominiums and home 

owner associations. Mr. Milberg shared in an interview that he started his own 

business when he and his partner decided that they “could do things a little 

better and hopefully make more money” than at his old firm. His biggest 

struggle with owning his own business has been “paperwork, invoicing, and 

getting supplies,” while his favorite part has been “being able to do things 

exactly the way I [Milberg] want to do them and help the clients the way I want 

to do it instead of having a boss saying how they want it done.”  

 

2. Mauricio Sobral; RememBR Store 

https://www.remembrstore.com 

Mr. Sobral began his business with a website selling Brazilian 

products but wanted to open a store as the company grew and the 

demand was present. The name RememBR pays homage to 

everything not only he and his family, but many families in the 

community, have left in Brazil. The store hosts some events 

including cooking classes, and many lecture-type events such as 

“How to Connect with Teenagers” and college topics. 

 

3. Deborah Rogge; Hey Sugar Cupcakes 

http://www.heysugarcupcakes.com/index.html 

Mrs. Rogge started Hey Sugar Cupcakes with a couple 

friends of hers because they were tired of working for 

other people. Her biggest struggle with starting her own 

business has been growing the brand and staying 

motivated. Her advice for any future entrepreneurs would 

be to not let any one customer become most of your 

business. 

 

Paul Milberg 

http://www.milbergkleinlaw.com/
https://www.remembrstore.com/
http://www.heysugarcupcakes.com/index.html


 

Activity 3: 3 School Outreach Activities 

 The school outreach activities we conducted focused on the spirit of entrepreneurship. This 

includes learning about the characteristics of an entrepreneur, looking back at quotes of great 

innovators, and even coming up with your own business idea. We had our members vote in our class 

group chats  on which of these they liked best and rewarded the winners for their creativity.  

1. Money Madness 

Money Madness is a fast paced, bracket-style 

competition where members compete amongst each 

other in a challenge to create the most intriguing, 

inventive business. 

We had six entries, each with innovative ideas, and 

members could submit entries by filling out a form that 

asks for the business name, what the business does, 

and what separates the business from the competition. 

To determine who advances to the next round, a pair of 

businesses are assigned to a handful of class group 

chats that votes for one of the two. The business that 

receives a majority vote advanced. 

The finalists were: 

Business 1: Spiketech 

This business specializes in girls’ volleyball 

athletic shoes and effective ankle braces to 

prevent injury. When asked what makes their 

business different from competition, the 

finalists responded: “Volleyball shoes are 

uncomfortable when worn with orthopedic 

ankle braces. The advantage of our sneakers 

from the competition is that they can expand 

and be more comfortable when used with ankle 

brace protection in order to avoid and prevent 

any spring injury. Regular shoes do not expand 

and when extra protection is added against 

springs, they are tight and uncomfortable.” 

Business 2: Mr. Ride 

This business developed a tourist GPS that plans daily activities all around the world. When asked 

what makes their business different from competition, the finalists responded:  

There is not a single GPS system that can do what Mr. Ride is capable of doing. We give you the 

locations, the driver just has to get in his car and follow the app.” 

 

Money Madness Final Vote Results  

Money Madness Bracket  



 

2. Qualities of Successful Entrepreneurs  

Qualities of Successful Entrepreneurs was a social media series where a different quality of 

entrepreneurs was posted on the chapter Twitter and Instagram everyday of Global 

Entrepreneurship Week. Qualities include perseverance, confidence, work-ethic, and passion. All 

posts included a short description of the quality.  

This activity, albeit simple, helped 

vastly improve social media 

impressions and increased 

engagement with our Twitter and 

Instagram. It also gave easily digestible 

facts that member can read while 

scrolling through their feed. Finally, 

this activity helped raise awareness 

about Global Entrepreneurship Week 

both inside and outside of the chapter. 

 

 

3. Entrepreneurship Quotes 

Entrepreneurship quotes were announced over the 

intercom every school day during Global 

Entrepreneurship Week. Every morning, a different 

announcement would be made stating a famous quote. 

Any student then has the opportunity to guess who the 

quote is from by filling out a form. Those that guess 

correctly were then entered into a drawing, and every 

day, one person was chosen as the winner. Winners 

received DECA merchandise for their participation.  

This activity raised awareness of Cypress Bay DECA and 

promoted the chapter and GEW throughout the entire 

school.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Twitter Impressions from out GEW Tweets  

Quote Challenge Winners  



 

Activity 5: Create a Strong Team 

Our fifth meeting with the CBHS DECA Leadership Council (DLC), a collection of junior officers 

that represent their members and are driven to learn and contribute to our chapter, featured 

several workshops designed to train them on many aspects of management, communication, 

and other soft skills such as public speaking, 

teamwork, project management, etc.  

This meeting took place on December 13th, 2018 

in Cypress Bay’s media center. 63 out of 81 

DLCs attended the meeting, and all stayed long 

enough to participate in the workshops.  

 

 

 

Teamwork Activity  

 

 

 

 

Activity 6: Learn About Stocks 

On December 14th, 2018, Cypress Bay DECA hosted a Stock 

Market Workshop to prepare members for real-world trading. 

During the workshop, members participated in a stock market 

stimulation complete with information about companies, stock 

prices, and flash news. The activity helped familiarize the 

members with the fundamentals of the stock market by 

employing real-world situations and a competitive stimulation. 

 

Informational DLC Meeting  

Public Speaking Activity  



 

Community Oriented 

Recognizing the benefit of service and responsibility to the community, DECA members 

continually impact and improve their local and broader communities. 

Activity 1: 3 Promotional School Outreach Activities 

 We conducted these promotional activities to raise awareness of the benefits and opportunities 

DECA provides. The return of our Student Based Enterprise, Leete’s Cookie Corner, enabled out 

members to become involved in the process. Innovation articles taught and inspired the spirit of 

entrepreneurship and invention within our membership. Our curriculum presentation explained all of 

the courses available to members and how they can benefit from each. 

 

1. DECA Cookies Come Home 

On November 3rd, 2018, our Student Based Enterprise (SBE), Leete’s Cookie Corner, debuted at our 

grand opening for this year. After not being seen in over a year, we set up a booth at the school’s 

Homecoming Dance and sold freshly baked Otis Spunkmeyer chocolate chip cookies. Many members 

were excited to see Leete’s Cookie Corner return, not only for the delicious treats, but also for those 

who would have the chance to be involved with the SBE, which many members would do later on in the 

year.  

 

 

2. Innovation Articles 

During Global Entrepreneurship Week, we researched some 

everyday use household inventions and, as a result, discovered many 

interesting facts and stories about how some of these innovative 

inventions first came to be. We then created colorful, eye-catching 

posters to hang around campus displaying these invention stories. 

This promoted both the spirit of innovation and entrepreneurship, and 

DECA’s GEW. 

 

 

 



 

3. Curriculum Presentation 

During the last week of November, Cypress Bay DECA participated in a curriculum presentation to all 

students attending. They were able to hear from every department and learn about the wide range of 

courses offered. We created a promotional video showcasing many of our officers, members, trips, and 

advisors. It was exciting and uplifting in hopes of attracting new students to join DECA for the next 

academic year. We also had experienced members speak on account of their personal experiences in 

DECA and explain some of the courses they have taken. Flyers of each 

course we provide and the benefits of 

joining DECA were distributed to 

everyone at the assembly.  

 

 

 

Activity 2: 3 Success Stories of Alumni  

1. Anya Berry 

We chose to reach out to Anya because of her strong 

leadership in our chapter as President and Florida 

Executive Vice President. Within Cypress Bay, she 

embodies DECA’s core values more than anyone. She put 

the chapter before herself to the benefit of every member 

and we believed her story was worth sharing.  

How would you describe your DECA story?  

 My DECA story began when I pushed myself out of 

my comfort zone and beyond the confinements of a 

classroom. Sophomore year, I wrote a Sports and 

Entertainment Manual with the guidance and motivation 

from my then advisor, Mrs. Nascimento, who helped me to 

produce something that ended up winning 1st place at 

districts and 3rd at states, qualifying me to compete at 

internationals. While working on my paper alongside my 

fellow DECA members who were studying for states, I began making friendships that I knew would last 

a lifetime. I found a particular niche in DECA within the realm of community service, and that is what 

would drive me to continue my involvement beyond solely competition. Our chapter has always 

maintained a reputation for going above and beyond when it came to helping others; this was something 

I was extremely honored to be a part of. Eventually, I would go on to becoming Chapter President and 

Florida DECA Executive Vice President. Although it sounds like my DECA story was all smooth sailing, I 

definitely made plenty of mistakes along the way. DECA happened to come into my life when I needed it 

the most. Whether it was the strangers turned into friends, the guidance I found in my advisors, or the 



 

feeling that I was actually a part of something that is so impactful on so many lives, I can confidently say 

that my DECA story is one I will continue to tell with sincere passion and appreciation. 

How has everything been since you graduated? 

 I like to think each day we wake up is a good day, so everything has been great! I have gone on to 

study at Penn State University and am currently a sophomore seeking a degree in Pre-Law and a minor 

in Security and Risk Analysis.  

How has DECA prepared you for your future? 

 Within DECA, I found a sense of confidence I did not have before. It was not noticable to others, 

but more of a growing trust in myself and my abilities. It has allowed me to be pushed out of my confort 

zone and see opportunities for further growth and experience. The networking aspect has aided in my 

abilites to make connections and build relationships, both of which will open new doors.  

What is your fondest memory about DECA? 

 Over the span of 2013-2017, my fondest memories were made in DECA: some with happy tears, 

most with laughter, and almost all with the desire to go back in time and do it again. If I had to choose 

one, it would be the 2016 International Career Development Conference in Nashville, TN, where, at the 

time, I was newly the Florida DECA Team 59 EVP, serving as a representative of the state while also 

competing with my chapter. This ICDC was bittersweet as I was experiencing new beginnings as the 

EVP, but also being forced to say goodbye to some of my best friends as they were to graduate in less 

than a month from this memory and go on to see future endeavors.  

What advice would you give to new members today? 

 Time flies. There are so many moments I vividly recall hearing that “Opportunity is knocking, it is 

up to you to answer the door, ”and deciding to take the leap and push myself; this has continued to push 

me out of my confort zone. Also, do not take advantage of the small things or moments, whether it be in 

DECA or in school as a whole. They might seem mundane, but those time fleeting moments are the 

moments you will reflect on that will get you through many tough days. Growing up is hard, but it can be 

easier if you listen to those experiences around you; listen to your advisors, get to know them, use them 

for their skills and resources while you still can.  

2.  Francisco Crespo 

As the first chapter president of Cypress Bay DECA, Francisco was 

involved in the birth of the chapter. We, as a chapter, have grownso 

much and come so far since his term, and we wanted to both honor 

Francisco, and see how he has progressed in life.  

What does DECA mean to you? 

 DECA was a good fit for the kids who were not into sports, 

theatre, or any of the other clubs that existed at the time. It is for 

those willing to learn and grow, especially since business ties into 

virtually everything. There was something for everyone, 

something for those that liked marketing, finance, etc. I loved my 

experience in DECA. I gained momentum during my time and enjoyed working with my officer team and 



 

Mr. Hosier. DECA also helped to further advance my marketing ability in high school, and even when 

compared to those that studied it in college.  

How did you become involved in DECA? 

 One day, Mr. Hosier asked me to follow my interests and shared that I was the “only one that was 

willing to spend time with him.” At the time, DECA could have been my new thing, and I was really 

inerested in the idea and was able to convince my friend group and others around me. I remember going 

to districts and becoming exposed to the competition side of the organization, which helped the chapter 

grow, especially when we got a team to states. 

What have you been doing since graduation? 

 Generally speaking, a little bit of everything and gaining lots of industry experience. I  attended 

Georgetown University for my undergraduate studies and completed a year in AmeriCorps, an 

organization that I highly recommend to those that want to do public service. I have since moved over 

into private sector working in insurance and financial services, and now I am doing real-estate 

development. 

How has DECA prepared you for your future? 

 My best experience was working in DECA similarly to that of a startup, in the sense of working to 

generate membership and marketing the organization. On that note, building an executive team of 

officers and learning how to lead, manage, and deal with stress is great preparation for the 

professional industry.  

What advice would you give to new members today? 

 Do not be afriad to explore new things and new concepts, do not forget there is always a diversity 

of options, and try to get involved on the leadership side of the organization.  

3.  Julian Wright 

Julian was a member that was involved in just 

about every aspect of DECA. Taking every high 

level class, excelling in competition, and leading 

both Cypress Bay and the State, he dedicated 

himself to helping others in their success. Truly  a 

kind person and a constant mentor to all.  

How would you describe your DECA story? 

 Life-changing. I completely integrated 

myself into DECA and experienced a little bit of 

everything it had to offer. The cookie business, 

competitions and conferences, textbook distribution, the meetings, and some officer team drama. I did 

it all, and I would do it again in a heartbeat, as my greatest life experiences and achievements came 

from my experience in DECA and my accomplishments during that time will stay with me forever.  

 

 



 

How has everything been since you graduated? 

 Things have been great! I am in my third year at NYU, studying Marketing and Computing Data 

Science, and halfway through my first year as a RA. It has been busy, and it has been stressful, but not 

without fun and happiness.  

How has DECA prepared you for your future? 

 DECA gave me the confidence to be who I was and not be afraid to show it off. I learned how to 

present, how to engage with audiences, how to connect and network with people, how to manage a 

team, how to prepare cases and business plans, how to use multiple business softwares and how to 

lead. I use everything I learned in DECA on a daily basis, and it formed me into the person I am today. I 

am eternally grateful to DECA and my wonderful advisors for the person it made me and the future it 

will help me manifest. 

What is your fondest memory about DECA? 

 Although there are so many, my fondest memory would probably be the chapter dinner at my 

final ICDC. I had the opportunity to thank the people around me for the amazing four years that were full 

of fond memories they had given me. Every moment I have experienced in DECA, the success, the loss, 

the joy, the stress and confusion, culminated at that point and I will never forget what it felt like to 

publicly say ‘goodbye’ and ‘thank you’ to something I loved so much.  

What advice would you give to new members today? 

 Take chances and be open to change. I had the tendency to sit back and wait for opportunities to 

come to me. I wanted the universe to make decisions for me and settle itself. I think that is generally a 

decent thing to do when things are out of your hands; some of the best things in life are those that you do 

not see coming or cannot control. But also accept that not everything is final or pre-destined, including 

change. You have so much agency and power to seize your moment and make the most out of the 

opportunities in front of you.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Activity 5: Advisor Appreciation 

 Our advisor team is dedicated to our chapter and our members like no other. We have an 

amazing team of 6 advisors each bringing their own individual value, and working together seamlessly. 

For all their hard work and late hours, we wanted to show our appreciation. 

On January 25th, 2019, our chapter celebrated our lead advisor, Mr. Hosier’s birthday by hosting 

a small party consisting of our officer team, some members, and some of our other advisors. 

We created a small party planning committee that was in 

charge of coordinating this party and making it the best it 

could possibly be. We arranged for a cake with his name 

written on it, donuts, and coffee, and sang him happy 

birthday. He really appreciated our efforts, but not as much 

as we appreciate him and everything he does for the 

chapter. We hope he had the best birthday!! 

 

Activity 7: Find the Perfect Pair!! 

 We chose to host an event with RememBR because it is owned by the 

father of one of our officers. There are also a large number of Brazilians 

in our chapter that are familiar with the Brazilian restaurant. As 

somewhat of a niche store, there is value in learnging about the 

challenges the business faces.  

On February 4th, Cypress Bay DECA hosted an informative night at 

the local business REMEMBR. Members were able to come in all 

day to try food at a discount, supporting the business. At night, 

members heard from the business owner talk about the 

business’s history and operations, showing the members how 

business knowledge can be applied outside of the classroom.  

 

Activity 8: Rotary Run 

On December 9th, 2018, Cypress Bay DECA members volunteered their time to help out a locally 

ran chapter of an international organization. The organization, ‘Rotary Club’, aims to create 

chapters within communities where the professionals of these communities advocate for 

humanitarian work. The Weston Rotary Run took place at our own 

schools and its objectives are to ‘feed the homeless, bring back 

those that drop out of the social net, help mothers recover from 

addiction, and much more.” The 5K run was so successful that the 

majority of clubs from our schools made an appearance and has 

over the years collected over $1 million for local small charities.  



 

Professionally Responsible 

DECA Members are poised professionals with ethics, integrity and high standards. 

Activity 1: Participate in Helping Hands 

 During the fall of 2018,Cypress Bay DECA donated funds to the organization Feeding Children 

Everywhere and were able to finance the creation and packaging of 37,500 meals. A groups of members 

traveled to FLELS, and assisted in the creation process of the meal packages to be distributed to the 

hungry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 3: Dollars for Scholars  

We donated a dollar for every member in our chapter to the 

Dollars for Diamonds scholarship program and we continue 

to encourage our members to apply to the scholarship for 

their efforts in Florida DECA.  

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

Activity 5: Alumni Membership 

 Our chapter automatically registers all past presidents and ICDC winners as alumni for their 

great achievements and impact. We do this to honor and remembers these, and any other alumni, as 

part of our chapter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 6: Professional Membership 

 We ask each of our members to provide us with a professional member, whether it be a parent or 

relative, so that they can be involved as well. Being a member as well as receiving a DECA Direct 

Magazine provides a glimpse into the opportunities available in DECA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Activity 7: Florida DECA Emerging Leader Summit 

From October 25th, 2018 to the 28th, some of our officers attended Florida DECA’s Emerging 

Leaders Summit and were inspired. They decided to share some of their favorite experiences 

from ELS with the chapter because they wanted to give the members the same opportunities 

they were fortunate enough to experience. The workshops taught them different teamwork and 

communication skills and gave them  

the opportunity to network. They did two noteable activities, 

“Bridge Builder” and “Dicing to Meet You”. In “Bridge Builder”, 

teams had to work together to successfully build a bridge 

made out of paper that was also able to hold the most 

textbooks. This activity was extremely successful in our 

chapter and everyone had a great time. In “ Dicing to Meet 

You”, the students who attended the social met each other 

and were able to learn something new about others. They all 

had a great time learning about each other and answering 

wacky questions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Experienced Leaders 

DECA members are empowered through experiences to provide effective leadership 

through goal setting, consensus building and project implementation. 

Activity 1: 3 Advocacy School Outrach Activites 

 We plan to conduct wach of these activities within the month of February to advicate for Career 

and Technical Education month. These activities will promote DECA and CTEs both internally, within our 

chapter, and externally, to the rest of the school. 

1. One Step Closer to DECA 

During the second week of February, Cypress Bay DECA will fill the steps of the staircases on Cypress 

Bay’s campus with different DECA and business facts to promote marketing, business, finance, 

hospitality, and entrepreneurship around the school. Throuhgout the week, students at Cypress Bay 

will have the opportunity to learn more about DECA as an organization and its different clusters. Every 

time they walk up, they will be one step closer to DECA. 

2. What are you Ready For? 

During the third week of February, Cypress Bay DECA will gather multiple classes at a time to design 

and write a poster with the actions and goals they are ready to fulfill. The poster will be hung on the 

catwalk, where the students of Cypress Bay can see the goals and aspirations of their peers.  

3. Car Wash 

On February 9th, Cypress Bay DECA will host a car wash business activity to stimulate a business and 

provide the service of car washing to students, teachers, and faculty of Cypress Bay. Members will 

learn how to manage a car wash business as well as how to provide the service of car washing to our 

school. 

Activity 2: Advocate to 3 Public Policy Makers 

 We will reach out to our local policy makers and inform them of the benefits and impact CTE has 

on our members and our school. Each is personally wirtten by our members and officers to add a 

personal touch and truly show what DECA has done for them. 

1. Debbie Wasserman Schultz; FL 20th District Representative 

We wrote to Mrs. Wasserman-Schultz, a policy maker who advocates for a better education, for her 

recognition of DECA and an understanding that educational reform does only affect student lunches or 

school security, but they can affect student organizations that serve to help and guide students to be 

successful. 

 

 

 

 



 

2. Denise Barret Miller; Director of Communications 

We plan to reach out to Mrs. Miller to see if the city of Weston would be able to acknowledge the Annual 

Business Plan and the various activities our chapter, and other chapters around the state, do for their 

members and students. We plan to work towards the granting of a proclamation letter showing 

members the opportunity for the community to  see all that we do within the chapter and what we do for 

our school and our city. 

3. John Flint; City Manager 

We wrote to Mr. Flint informing him about the community service opportunities DECA provides, such as 

‘Helping Hands’. We asked for his respect and wholesome support of our chapter and the organization 

as a whole. 

 

Activity 5: Member Video 

 In order to get members excited to start off the year, we put together a video of our members 

with varying levels of involvement speak about what DECA has meant to them. This gave our new and 

returning members a glimpse into what the year could become if they were to get involved.  

On August 21st, 2018, Cypress Bay DECA advisors hosted DECA Day, where we introduced new 

and returning members about the basics of our chapter as well as some updates or changes 

announced by our chartered association or DECA inc. One of the goals of this event is to build up 

excitement for the upcoming year, so we showed a video showing how some of our returning 

members were impacted. 

(https://drive.google.com/a/cbhsdeca.org/file/d/1v0DFK6mJdGLtxEuVOQpdKMz2LqwLeHOC/

view?usp=drive_web)  

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/a/cbhsdeca.org/file/d/1v0DFK6mJdGLtxEuVOQpdKMz2LqwLeHOC/view?usp=drive_web
https://drive.google.com/a/cbhsdeca.org/file/d/1v0DFK6mJdGLtxEuVOQpdKMz2LqwLeHOC/view?usp=drive_web


 

The video features 5 members: 

- Sydney Saul: She felt that she was finally accepted for who she truly was once she joined 

DECA. She gained plenty of skills that made her a more competitive and well-rounded 

version of herself. 

- Alessa Lewis: Alessa has gaines tremendous business knowledge in her four years in 

DECA. She has been able to use this knowledge outside of school and gained real-world 

experience because of our chapter. 

- Alex Campos: Alex claimed that Cypress Bay DECA was the biggest source of social 

activity in his three years of high school. He has been able to make countless friendships 

that will last for years to come. 

- Hattie Holliday: Hattie has been more impacted by DECA when it comes to finding her 

passion. She has been able to get involved in different clusters to find what she enjoys 

the most within the field of busines,  which she will then work in as an adult.  

- Ana Jaramillo: Ana grew out of her comfort zone in DECA, as she transformed from being 

a quiet complacent student to an extrovert that cannot be called anything less than a 

successful leader.   

Activity 6: Florida DECA Leadership Council  

 Attending these meetings allowed us as a chapter to stay informed 

about not only what DECA was doing on an association level, but to 

communicate with other chapters in our area. As we discussed various 

topics and our own activities, we were able to learn from each other and 

serve our members better.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Activity 7: Textbook Distribution 

 Our Textbooks Distribution projects displays our members volunteeting and stepping up to be 

experienced leaders. Even participating in the process provides volunteers with great experience in a 

dynamic work environment. There are those who went above and beyond to lead others to ensure the 

success of our operation. All volunteers and directors gain tremendous value and learn about project 

management firsthand. 

During the weeks leading up to the beginning of the 2018-2019 school year, Cypress Bay DECA 

coordinated and ran the distribution of textbooks to all students at Cypress Bay. This consisted 

of an intricate step-by-step process that included pulling the individual student’s schedule and 

list of books, running that list to the back Textbook room, pulling the correct textbooks, and 

checking out the books under the student’s name.  

 


